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Chapter 1 Synopsis
The Super 7 Girls Series is a collection of Books written about the amazing seven teen aged females
who were engineered by the Council of 9 to help humanity and were given super powers through
genetic enhancement.
The Super 7 Girls also possess amazing technology given to them by the Council of 9 to battle evil
forces that are intent on harming humanity.
In Book I- Project Genesis, The Super 7 Girls are bought together to meet each other for the first time
by the Council of 9 and Project Genesis is explained to them. The Super 7 are actually Project Genesis,
which is a program created by the Council of 9 to help defend the world against evil forces.
A total of ten books have been contracted by Adoni Publishing as the initial series that will be known as
The Super 7 Girls Collection. Adaptions of these books will be made for Comic Books, Cartoons and
several other projects that include a TV Series and Movies.
Look for the complete line of Super 7 Girls Toys and Action Figures coming soon. Join the Super 7
Girls Forum at The Super Seven dot .com
Opening Narration
In the distant past when intelligent life forms first began to travel the Heavens and the dawn of space
exploration around the Universe began, a group of early space traveling races formed the Council of
Nine to govern the known Universe.
The Council of Nine is the most powerful group in the known Universe. They rule the Heavens with an
iron fist and have the power to create and destroy stars.
To primitive life forms, the powers of the Council of Nine often make them appear as GODS when first
contact between developing life forms and the Council of Nine first occurs.
Over 150 Million years ago, one of the founding races that formed the Council of Nine was from a
small water rich planet that circles a small star in what inhabitants of that planet now call the Milky
Way.

Since the Council of Nine was formed over 150 Million years ago, the water planet has had several
extinction level events and today the 4th progression of intelligent life on the water world is now in
control of the planet and it is once again in peril as it is close to ecological collapse due to the way the
current race of beings have destroyed the environment of the water world.
Eighteen years and nine months ago on the water rich planet a project was started to try to help the
inhabitants of former home world of the group of beings that setup the first Council of Nine rulership.
The project was code named Project Genesis.
The plan was simple implant a perfect genetically enhanced embryo inside an inhabitant of the water
world each year on the same day for seven years and bring to life 7 future leaders and protectors of the
water world. They would all be born on the water world on each of its 7 continents exactly one year
apart from each other.
Currently on the water world there is great division amongst its people who are in constant fights over
dwindling natural resources such as water and minerals. There are multiple races of inhabitants from
each of the 7 continents.
The 7 chosen future leaders of water world were seeded on each of the 7 continents and today the first
seed has reached their 18th year of life as counted by inhabitants of the water world that use planetary
solar cycles to divide time into units of measurement. On the water world at this time in the region the
first seed was planted in, the age of 18 is considered to be the age of maturation or adulthood.
The youngest seed is only 12 years old. In total there are 7 seeds and to other inhabitants of the water
world, these perfect specimens of their own species appear as super intelligent and super athletic
beings.
Each child seeded by the Council of Nine has been identified by the inhabitants of the water world as
‘special’ in that they are academically and physically superior to every other child in their age group.
Each of the children possesses powers that only a tiny fraction of the inhabitants of the water world
have ever obtained. These types of powers were much more common in ancient times when earlier
generations of this type of life form had evolved on the water world.
Powers such as telepathy and psychokinesis as well as precognition are all natural powers that each of
the 7 possess and these powers were abundant in the beings that had once lived on the water world and
first ventured out into space that eventually helped form the first conclave of the Council of Nine.
Today is the day that the chosen 7 or Super 7 shall meet for the first time. Each child will be teleported
aboard a mothership of the Council of Nine where they will meet each of the others that make up the
Super 7. The destiny of the Super 7 will be explained to the group of special children and then they will
embark on their mission to help heal their planet that is at the brink of ecological collapse and such a
collapse threatens all lifeforms on the water world. The Super 7 will also be the protectors of the planet
against evil forces that wish to destroy the original home world of the Atlantians.
Chapter 1
Europa is in her bed room preparing to go to bed; it is New Year’s Eve and tomorrow is her 18th
birthday. Europa was the youngest person to ever obtain a medical doctorate in her country of England.
Europa has a beautiful athletically toned body and long brunette hair that cascades to her waist.
While Europa is now considered to be the brightest doctor in all of Europe, she is still a minor and as
such lives with her parents that often wonder where on earth this genius super child of theirs came

from.
Europa raises her hand a glass of water instantly raises from the table and finds her hand and she takes
a sip of the water. She releases the glass and it magically floats to the table. From an early age Europa
had mastered what is known as psychokinesis, the ability to move objects with only thought from one’s
mind.
Europa’s parents witnessed this paranormal ability when Europa was very young and their paranoid
fears of having Europa taken away from them made them teach Europa to never use her remarkable
psychokinetic powers in front of anyone, humans just do not move stuff around with their minds.
Suddenly the special sense of Europa that forewarned her about near events alerted her to the fact that
something was about to occur. Europa’s eyes darted around the room to see if someone was in her
room, she could feel a presence. In an instant Europa vanished into thin air.

